NAME: GIFT NKUBITWA
AGE: 10 YEARS OLD
D.O.B: 04/04/1995
P.O.B: LUKATA
TRIBE: LENJE
GRADE: 4
D.O.A: 12/12/2005

ift Nkubitwa was
born in 1995 on
the 4th of April. He was born in a
family of two of which he is the
first-born. He has a sister,
Mwendalubi Nkubitwa.
His father Mr. Gerry
Nkubitwa was a twin who passed
away when gift was a baby. His
mother, Mrs. Charity Zimba
Nkubitwa passed on when Gift was
in grade 2. Gift was then taken on
by his uncle who was a twin brother
to his late father. Mr. Gary
Nkubitwa used to live in the near by
Village.
Because of the economic
problems his uncle was facing, he
could not continue with school. So
he stopped school in grade 4.
His uncle is just a laborer in
the nearby farms with many
children to look after. This situation
therefore, made it difficult for him
to manage providing for the needs
of the child, especially school
requirements. Gift was then forced
to do some pieces of work and other
types of manual work.
When Lifenet went to
conduct an assessment of
vulnerable children in Lukata
village, it was very apparent that the
boy was living in dearth.

When Lifenet
went for an
assessment to
Lukata village,
it was very
apparent that the
boy was living in
dearth...

One day old at
Kalundu Home!

One month later...
He came to Lifenet on
December 12, 2005.
Gift has since been enrolled
in school beginning March 2006.
He wants to be a pilot after he
finishes school
He is a very hard- working
boy who willingly helps in the
kitchen and other chores. He is a
very active boy who most of the
time knows when to do what is
required.
Gift s perceived
temperament is phlegmatic
Adjectives that best describe his
positive temperament tendencies
are: friendly, helpful, cheerful, hard
worker, practical, confident, tidy
and warm. On the other hand, those
that describe his negative trends are
stubborn, introverted, rude and
tease, uninvolved, irritable and
undecided.
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